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Abstract 
This paper discusses a methodology for easily and efficiently parallelizing sequential 
algorithms in linear algebra using cost-effective networks of workstations (NOW), 
where the algorithm lends itself to parallelism. A particular target architecture of inte- 
rest is the academic student laboratory, which typically contains many networked com- 
puters that lay idle at night. A case is made for why a task-oriented approach lends itself 
to the twin goals of programming ease and run-time efficiency. The approach is then de- 
scribed in the context of Task-Oriented Parallel C (TOP-C), an example of a system to 
support task-oriented parallelism. In this system, the programmer is relieved of lower 
level concerns such as latency, bandwidth, and message passing protocols, so as to bet- 
ter concentrate on higher level issues of task granularity and reduction of communica- 
tion traffic. Gaussian elimination is chosen as the main example, since this algorithm is 
both widely used and sufficiently interesting to require non-trivial forms of parallelizat- 
ion for the sake of efficiency. 0 1998 Elsevier Science Inc. All rights reserved. 
Keywords: Parallel computing; Gaussian elimination 
1. Introduction 
The arrival of cheap, networked workstations and personal computers 
has made distributed parallelism an attractive opportunity for speeding up 
’ Partially supported by NSF Grant CCR-9509783. E-mail: gene@ccs.neu.edu. 
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calculations. In particular, academic environments typically include student 
laboratories with such facilities often lying idle at night. Nevertheless, many 
of the available software tools for parallelization are either large or have a sig- 
nificant learning curve or both. This article describes a particularly simple form 
of parallelism that is easily adaptable to many tasks in linear algebra. We take 
Gaussian elimination as our example in this article. 
While there has been a great deal of work on parallel Gaussian elimination 
for more specialized machines (see [20] for a good, if somewhat older survey), 
there has been relatively little work for general, distributed memory architec- 
tures, such as a Network of Workstations (NOW). No doubt, this is due to 
the relative inefficiency of typical NOW’s (It should be noted that the work 
on ScaLAPACK [6,5] runs on top of both MPI and PVM and hence does apply 
to NOW’s, although it is also meant to target more specialized, high-perfor- 
mance machines.) Nevertheless, the price of such a configuration is zero if 
one already has access for running overnight jobs remotely on laboratory ma- 
chines. This article proposes an easy methodology for parallelizing linear alge- 
bra routines, taking Gaussian elimination as our main example. This will 
sufficiently illustrate the principles so that the reader can easily apply the same 
principles to other tasks in linear algebra. 
The parallel tool to be used here is Task-Oriented Parallel C (TOP-C) [9]. (In- 
formation on obtaining the distribution is provided at the end of this article.) 
Task oriented parallelism is a term that has gained usage in order to contrast 
it to data oriented parallelism. Data orientedparallelism is a style of parallelism 
in which opportunities for parallelism are identified typically within a loop con- 
struct in the code. The sequential code for iterating the loop is then converted to 
parallel code in which iterations of the loop are assigned to distinct processors. 
We discuss these ideas in light of a distributed architecture, where communica- 
tion among processors takes place through messages, since this corresponds 
best to a model that takes advantage of student laboratories for “free” CPU cy- 
cles. It should be noted that data oriented parallelism is also frequently imple- 
mented on shared memory computers (formally known as a SMP, or Symmetric 
MultiProcessor) and on vector processors. As we shall see, the same code that 
runs in a distributed environment using a library from TOP-C can run on a 
SMP with no change in code by swapping in a second TOP-C library designed 
for that purpose. Further, TOP-C includes a third, sequential library that 
makes the use of C debugging tools, such as dbx, particularly easy. 
A good example of data parallelism might be code that implements an inner 
product, C:‘, u<Ui. If p processors are available, then up to [n/p] of the prod- 
ucts and the sum of those [~/pl products can all be executed on a single pro- 
cessor. The [n/p1 subtotals can then be combined to find the answer. 
One can arrange the partial sums to be computed according to a binary tree 
with p leaf nodes - each leaf node being identified with a distinct processor. The 
[n/p] subtotals can then be executed in [log, [n/p] 1 steps, the depth of the tree, 
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in the obvious manner. (The binary tree is chosen to be as close to balanced as 
possible.) 
Data oriented parallelism has been attractive because it is relatively easy for 
a compiler to recognize the opportunities for parallelism. With few or no hints 
from the program writer, the compiler can still convert many of the loops into 
parallel routines. This approach tends to result in a relatively fine granularity 
of parallelism. On vector processors and SMP processors, this type of parall- 
elization can be very efficient. On a distributed memory architecture, a success- 
ful data parallelization must overcome the message latency. There are 
predictions that the overall communication bandwidth for a message (includ- 
ing amortized delays due to latency) will be less than the bandwidth to memory 
in the future. However, it is still likely to be many years before such network 
become economical for student laboratories. 
Tusk orientedparallelism is a style of parallelism in which the program writer 
specifies opportunities for parallelism by executing multiple tasks or subrou- 
tines on distinct processors. This type of parallelism requires more effort from 
the program writer. However, it also allows the program writer to consider the 
structure of his or her algorithm to obtain further opportunities for parallelism. 
Further, this approach tends to yield a coarser granularity that makes it easier 
to overcome the message latency of a distributed memory processor. 
2. TOP-C 
TOP-C [9] is a system that provides a C library for easily parallelizing code. 
There are also related software packages written for LISP [8] and GAP [7] 
(Groups, Algorithms, and Programming) that apply the same methodology. 
TOP-C and its relatives have already been used successfully in several applica- 
tions of discrete computational algebra [10-l 31. TOP-C functions both in a dis- 
tributed and in a shared memory architecture. TOP-C also includes a shared 
memory library that adds the ability for processors to communicate directly 
through a common memory location. The use of that additional capability is 
not discussed here, although code designed for TOP-C under distributed mem- 
ory will work without change on shared memory. 
For a tutorial in programming TOP-C, it is recommended to examine [9] or 
to obtain the distribution, itself. This article describes only enough of the mod- 
el to describe the task-oriented approach. There are many parallel tools that 
use a task-oriented or object-oriented approach (a selection includes [22 
4,14,16]), and the ideas described here could be ported to many of those archi- 
tectures, too. 
The TOP-C model takes place in a master-slave architecture. The processor 
on which the jobs is begun is the master processor, and all other processors are 
slave processors. TOP-C runs on top of Message Passing Interface (MPI) 
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MASTER I SLAVE 
update_environment(result, task) 
Fig. I. 
[ 17,191. A subset implementation of MPI is included with the TOP-C distri- 
bution. The programmer writes a single program, which is executed on all 
processors. (This is often called SPMD, or Single Program Multiple Data.) 
As with most implementations of MPI, this one uses the UNIX utility rsh 
to spawn processes on each slave processor, although other mechanisms for 
starting slave processes are also possible. 
The TOP-C model can best be understood through two concepts: the task 
and the environment. Informally, the environment can be thought of as a glob- 
ally shared memory. We shall later see that this is only approximately true, 
since there is a question of when the environment is updated on each processor. 
The tusk is a subroutine that takes as input a tusk input (sometimes also re- 
ferred to as the task), and returns a tusk result. It is up to the programmer 
to determine, based on the algorithm, what is a suitable task and environment. 
The programmer will then write the routines get_task( ), do_task( ), 
get-task-result ( ) and update-environment ( ). These routines will 
implicitly define both the task and the environment. 
Graphically, one can describe the TOP-C model through the following model 
(Fig. 1) 2. 
’ This diagram appeared in [9] and is copyright by IEEE. 
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If one ignores the upward arrow of the diagram, it is clear how this can be 
viewed as a form of trivial parallelism. Even as a tool for trivial parallelism, 
TOP-C can ease the programming chore, as illustrated by the following pro- 
gram for matrix multiplication. It should be understood that under TOP-C, 
the program below will be run on all processes, and the master-slave ( ) 
routine 
while ( NOTASK <> (task = get-task()) ) do [on master] 
redo: 
result = do_task( task ); [on slave] 
action = get_task_result( result, task >; [on master] 
switch ( action ) 
case NO-ACTION: /* do nothing */; 
case UPDATE: update_environment(result, task); [on master & slave] 
case REDO: goto redo; 
case CONTINUATION: ; 
will arrange to call the appropriate user-defined routines, according to whether 
the process is the master process or the slave process. 
#define DIM 100 
int ~~~~[DIM][DIM~, mat2CDIMl CDIMI, mat_prodCDIMl[DIMl; 
void *get_task() ( 
static int row = -1; /* row remembered betw. calls */ 
row++; 
if (row >= DIM) return NOTASK; 
return MSG(&row, sizeof(row)); 3 
void *do_task(void *row_ptr) { 
int i, j, row = *(int *)row_ptr; 
int resultCDIM1; 
for (i = 0; i < DIM; i++) { 
result[il = 0; 
for (j = 0; j < DIM; j++ > 
result[i] += matl[rowl Cjl * mat2CjlCil; 3 
return MSG(result, DIM*sizeof(*result)); 3 
void *get_task_result(int *result, void *row_ptr) ( 
int i, row = *(int *)row_ptr; 
for (i = 0; i < DIM; i++) 
mat_prod[row] [i] = result[il; 
return NO-ACTION; 3 
int main0 C 
read_matrices(matl, mat2); /* into all processors */ 
master_slave(get_task, do-task, get-task-result, NULL); 
if (is_masterO> print_matrix(mat_prod); 3 
In order to take advantage of non-trivial parallelism, one must bring into 
play a global environment, shared across processors. The environment need 
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not be explicitly declared by the user. Instead, the user defines a routine, up- 
date-environment ( ), and any non-local data structures modified by that 
routine are, by definition, in the environment. The routine, update-envi- 
ronment (), is invoked on all processors whenever the user routine, 
get-task-result ( ), returns the action, UPDATE. The environment is typ- 
ically initialized identically on all processors before the first call to mas- 
ter_slave(). It is the user’s responsibility to insure that the environment is 
never modified by any routine on any processor, unless that routine was called 
by update-environment ( ). (More generally, a routine modifying the en- 
vironment must be a descendant of update-environment ( ) in the call 
graph.) A detailed example using the environment is contained in Section 3.3. 
Thus, the basic model of TOP-C is simple, and yet, as we shall see, surpris- 
ingly powerful. There are enhancements of TOP-C that are not discussed here. 
The most important of these is a utility, up-to-date ( ), that can be called 
within get-task-result ( ) to check if the environment had changed be- 
tween the time when the task was originally generated and the time when the 
result of the task was delivered. This makes possible a standard idiom by which 
users can define get-task-result ( ). 
int get_task_result(void *result, void *task) 
( if ( result == NULL > return NO-ACTION; 
if ( ! is-up-to-date 0 > return REDO ; 
else return UPDATE; ) 
Two other enhancements are the continuation, which allows an arbitrary 
conversation between the master and slave before a result is returned by the 
slave, and raw_master_sluvr(), which is useful for parallelizing sequential code 
in which the task is generated inside several nested loops. 
3. Gaussian elimination 
We first consider a simple, sequential implementation of Gaussian elimina- 
tion that we wish to parallelize. Naturally, there are many sophisticated opti- 
mizations that could be applied both to the sequential and parallel versions. 
We omit such considerations for simplicity of exposition. 
In particular, we even ignore issues of partial pivoting and numerical stabil- 
ity. To avoid partial pivoting, we may assume that the matrix of interest is col- 
umn-wise diagonally dominant (ia,,l > Cifi la;,I), and note that Gaussian 
elimination preserves such a property. Such matrices are common in PDE solv- 
ers. Even so, the fact that slaves must operate in parallel may lead to effects 
similar to partial pivoting. If the principles of parallelization are clear, then 
it will also be clear to the reader how to add appropriate partial pivoting to 
the model, afterwards. 
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int n; /* n = matrix dimension */ 
float *matrix; /* matrix*ast to type: float matrixhI Cnl */ 
int main0 
{ int rou; 
for (row = 0; row < n; row++) 
for (i = row + 1; i < n; i++) 
reduce_row(matrix, i, row, row); /* row already reduced */ 
void reduce_row(float *matrix, int row-to-red, int row, int pivot) 
4. int j; 
float scalar = matrix[row_to_red*n+pivot] / matrix[row*n+pivotl; 
float *row1 = &(matrix[row_to_red*nl); 
float *row2 = &(matrix [row*nl ) ; 
rowlCpivot1 = 0.0; 
for (j = pivot+l; j 
row1 [j] = rowl[jl 
1 
3.1. Natural formulation 
We now consider an 
< n; j++> 
- scalar * row2 [j] ; 
implementation of Gaussian elimination based on 
TOP-C. Consider a II x n matrix. The idea for parallelization is developed in 
a natural manner. One would like to consider a row operation (6 - au, for sca- 
lar a and row vectors u and 6) as the basic task. A master would then generate 
such tasks for each slave, and the environment, or current status of the Gauss- 
ian elimination would be known only to the master. However, this approach 
does not provide sufficiently coarse granularity. A single row operation typical- 
ly takes very little time, and the computation time would be dominated by the 
associated communication time. 
3.2. Courser granulurity 
So, we consider a formulation of Gaussian elimination with larger tasks 
(coarser granularity). We imagine that the matrix is divided into b bands, con- 
sisting of n/b adjacent, horizontal rows. (For simplicity of exposition, we as- 
sume that b divides n, although this is clearly not a requirement of the 
method.) Given p processors, we further assume that n/b > 1 and b B p. 
(The term, band, is used here only in its English meaning, and should not be 
confused with its use in banded matrices.) 
This approach provides a coarser granularity. But it also requires larger 
messages. If one wishes to do row operations involving two bands, one must 
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send 2bn numbers. While the coarser granularity may solve the problem of 
message latency, the communication bandwidth becomes a problem. 
3.3. Lobvering communication bandwidth: The environment 
In order to reduce communication bandwidth, one must also make use of 
the TOP-C environment. The obvious candidate for the environment is the cur- 
rent state of the n x n matrix, and we do make that choice. We take a greedy 
approach, and so we define the basic task to be to reduce the band of row vec- 
tors to the maximum extent possible in the current environment. The greedy 
approach has clear benefits if one assumes that the communication time (in- 
cluding any latency) of a message dominates the time for the computation. 
We take the approach of blocked Gaussian elimination. We view the matrix 
as a b x b matrix of (n/b) x (n/b) blocks. We define the ith band to be reduced 
if blocks (i! 1) through ( i, i - 1) are all zero and block (i> i) is in upper triangu- 
lar form. Our goal is for all b bands to be reduced. The master process will find 
the next band that is not reduced and send it as the task input to a slave to be 
reduced. The slave process will carry out as much reduction as possible, and 
then return the result. If the band was further reduced by the slave, then the 
master process will call update-environment ( ) and re-distribute that 
band to all processors. In order to assist in the bookkeeping, we include a glob- 
al integer, first_unred_band, and a vector, first_unred_col, in the 
environment. 
We will define the task input to be an integer that indicates the band that we 
will attempt to reduce for this task. We defer the definition of get_task( ) 
and state only that it will return an integer indicating a particular band. We 
assume global variables, n and b, for the dimension and number of bands. 
For simplicity of exposition, we assume that b divides n. The routine do_- 
task ( ) can be defined as follows: 
/* Compile with mas-s1ave.h and linking with TOP-C library */ 
int n, b; /* n = matrix dimension; b = number of bands */ 
float *matrix; /* matrix cast to type: float matrixCnlCn1 */ 
int band-size = (n+b-1)/b; /* For b I n, this is just n/b */ 
/* Columns 0 up to first_unred_colCbl of band b are 0 */ 
int first_unred_col[bl; 
mt first_unred_band = 0; /* Done when first_unred_band = b */ 
int band_is_busyCbl; 
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band-no = *(int *)band_ptr; 
row-start = band-no * band-size; 
row-end = (band-no + 1) * band-size; 
row, i; 
115 
pivot = max(first_unred_col[max(first_unred_band-l,O)l , 0); 
static struct band result; 
/* This will always be true: get-task0 satisfied this condition */ 
if (first_unred_col[band_no] <= first_unred_col[max(first_unred_band- 
for (row = max(f irst_unred_col [band-no], 0) ; 
row < first_unred_band * band-size; row++) 
for (i = row-start; i < row-end; it+) 
reduce_row(matrix, i, row, row); 
/* This is non-zero block at or below first unreduced, 
on-diagonal block; Upper triangularize it in place */ 
for (row = row-start; row < row-end; row++, pivot++) 
for (i = row + 1; i < row-end; it+) 
reduce_row(matrix, i, row, pivot); 
if (band-no == first_unred_band) first_unred_band++; 
first_unred_col[band_no] = first_unred_band * band-size; ] 
result.bsnd_no = band-no; 
result.first_unred_band = first_unred_band; 
result.first_unred_col = first_unred_col[band_no]; 
for (i = 0; i < n * band-size; it+) /* copy band */ 
result. band[i] = matrix [band_no*band_size*n + i] ; 
return MSC(&result, sizeof(result)); 
-I 
int get_task_result(void *res_ptr, void *band_ptr) 
{ return UPDATE; 
I 
void update_environment(void *res_ptr, void *band_ptr) 
struct band *result_ptr = res_ptr; 
float *mat_ptr = result_ptr->band; 
int i, band-no = *(int *)band_ptr; 
if (result_ptr->first_unred_band > first_unred_band) 
first_unred_band = result_ptr->first_unred_band; 
first_unred_col[result_ptr->band_no] 
= result_ptr->first_unred_col; 
for (i = band_no*band_size*n; i < (band_notl)*band_sizetn; it+) 
matrix[i] = *(mat_ptr++) ; 
band_is_busy[band_nol = 0; /* (Only master needs this) ‘c/ 
-1,O)l) t 
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int main0 
{ int i; 
n = 100; /* set dimension */ 
b = 20; /* number of bands */ 
band-size = (n+b-1)/b; /* For b 1 n, this is just n/b */ 
for (i = 0; i < b; i++) c 
/* CO~UN-IS 0 until first_unred_col[i] of band i are 0 ~01s and 
next block is upper triangularized; -1 means not triangularized 1 
first_unred_col[il = -1; 
band_is_busy[i] = 0; > 
matrix = malloc(n*n*sizeof(*matrix)~; 
master_slave(get_task, do-task, get-task-result, 
update-environment); 
3.4. Load balancing 
Load balancing is a typical problem in any algorithm for Gaussian elimina- 
tion. In our software architecture, load balancing reduces to the control strat- 
egy used by the get_task( ) on the master process to decide which band to 
send out for reduction to the next available slave. 
In the area of control strategy, there is room for experimentation. How- 
ever, we suggest a control strategy which we have found successful. In 
TOP-C, it is easy to inspect the detailed load balancing, since setting a single 
flag causes a trace to be displayed for all messages, both to and from the mas- 
ter process. 
We are assuming that the communication time dominates the computation 
time for each task. We still see an overall speedup, since there can be an overlap 
of communication by some processors with communication by other proces- 
sors. (In Section 3.5, techniques are discussed for further improving this 
overlap of communication and computation.) Hence, the bottleneck for paral- 
lelizing Gaussian elimination tends to be those of bands that have already been 
reduced and broadcast to the slave processors. Accordingly, we choose a con- 
trol strategy in which get-task ( ) sends out to the next available slave the 
first band that is not yet reduced and that is not currently being worked on 
by another slave. 
Hence, we have the following pseudo-code for get-task ( ) 
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/* Copyright (c) 1997, Gene Cooperman; free use is granted */ 
void *get-task0 C 
static int i; 
if (first_unred_band >= b) return NOTASK; 
for (i = first_unred_band; i < b ; it+) 
if (first_unred_col[i] < first_unred_col[first_unred_band - 
&& band_is_busy[i] == 0) i 
band_is_busy[i] = 1; 
return MSG(Pi, sizeof(i ) } 
11 
Note that this strategy provides work for additional slaves even while the 
first slave is working on the first band. If one recalls that f irst_un- 
red-co1 [ i] is initially -1 for all i and if one reviews the logic of do_- 
task ( ) , one sees that initially each slave will be upper triangularizing the 
first block in a distinct band. Such advance “pre-triangularization” of a block, 
B, in the lower left triangle saves half the work that will be required later when 
one will have upper triangularized the on-diagonal block above B and will need 
to “zero out” block B. 
3.5. Fine tuning 
The success of this methodology depends on having tasks of sufficient gran- 
ularity. There are several considerations by which one can overcome problems 
of too fine a granularity of parallelism. First of all, one may choose to have 
fewer bands, each of larger band size. However, one is restricted by the require- 
ment that the number of bands should be significantly larger than the number 
of processors, so that processors are not idle for most of the computation. 
A second technique is to set up more than one slave process on each slave 
processor. Thus, one is better able to overlap computation and communica- 
tion, since while a slave process is communicating with the master, a second 
slave process on the same processor may be computing at the same time. 
This type of overlapping of computation and communication is sometimes 
known as latency hiding, since the processors remain occupied with useful com- 
putation during the communication phase. However, one should be warned 
that because most operating systems were designed primarily with sequential 
computation in mind, the operating systems may allow less than the full 
amount of such overlapped computation and communication. Nevertheless, 
there should be a tendency for this situation to improve with future operating 
system upgrades. 
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4. Comments on efficiency 
See [15], Ch. 6, for an excellent introduction to practical issues of efficient. 
parallel matrix computations. For one of the most efficient parallel implemen- 
tations of linear algebra, see the ScaLAPACK [6,5,21] distribution, which is 
part of the LAPACK [l] series. The currently most efficient implementations 
of Gaussian elimination do not send entire bands within a single message. 
As is well known, the decomposition of the matrix into blocks and the order 
in which the block matrix multiplications are performed allows one to lower 
the communication overhead and improve load balancing. Such considerations 
are also important in improving the cache performance, even in sequential im- 
plementations [18]. The purpose of this article is to describe a general method- 
ology of parallelization, which can apply to novel problems in linear algebra, 
while yielding good (although less than optimal) performance with relatively 
little effort on the part of the programmer. 
One of the advantages of the current methodology, as compared to more 
standard methods, is that dynamic load balancing is accomplished implicity. 
There are no barriers and no critical sections of code. Typically, no processors 
are starved for work, except for a short time at the end. Hence, if one processor 
is slow (perhaps due to external effects of a time-sharing environment), then the 
other processors do not usually wait for the slow processor to finish. 
Further, all data transfers take place a band at a time. In architectures for 
which there is a significant start-up time to transfer data between processors, 
this can be an important consideration. However, a disadvantage of the cur- 
rent method is that the total amount of data transferred may be larger than 
other methods. This frequently happens, for example, near the beginning of 
the computation, when processors begin to “pre-triangularize” a band (see 
Section 3.4) while the first slave process is still upper triangularizing the first 
band of the matrix. These additional bands must still be sent out and returned 
to the master, only to be sent out again after the first band has been upper 
triangularized. 
It is possible to alleviate this additional communication overhead by having 
a slave check with the master before returning a band whose diagonal block 
has not been upper triangularized. If the master has received updates from oth- 
er slaves in the interim, then it may be possible for the current slave to receive 
the update and to then make continued progress on its current band before re- 
turning from the task. TOP-C supports a CONTINUE action that can be used to 
easily implement such an optimization. If necessary, a modified algorithm that 
worked directly with blocks instead of bands would further alleviate this situ- 
ation of starvation. 
As the ratio of the matrix dimension to the number of processors grows, the 
total time dominates the time for the idle phase. As a practical matter Gregorio 
Quintana has observed in a personal communication that his own experiments 
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with QR factorization routines using MPI seem to yield good results for band 
sizes between 10 and 50. 
Others are welcome to experiment with this approach to linear algebra by 
ftp’ing the distribution from ftp: //ftp. ccs. neu. edu/pub/people/ 
gene/top-c/. The distribution includes its own MPI subset, so as to be 
self-contained. The Gaussian elimination example is included. Libraries are 
provided so that the same application code can be run as a single, sequential 
program, as a distributed memory program using MPI, or as a shared memory 
program using threads. 
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